Capacity Building Workshop in MC: Capacity Building Workshop under Swachh Bharat Mission was organized on 2nd June 2016 at Municipal Corporation SAS Nagar (Mohali). This workshop was inaugurated by Worthy Mayor Sh Kulwant Singh and Hon’ble MC Commissioner Sh Uma Shankar Gupta, as SAS Nagar was shortlisted for adopting best practices in GIS Based Mechanised city cleaning and the Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban) Awards, 2015. Workshop was attended by 40 Delegates from 21 corporations. During Workshop Municipal Commissioner Sh Uma Shankar Gupta explained the details of cleaning project, adopted in the town & about dual (Mechanical and Manual) cleaning system, tracking of work of ‘Safai Sewaks’ through advance technology of GIS, where CEO Webrosoft Sh Jaskirat Singh gave the technical presentation and GM Sh Sunil Singh gave presentation on Operation of the project. This was followed by interaction and open house debate.

Thematic drives: The Calendar of Thematic Drives Decides under Swachh Bharat Mission, for this financial Year, the fortnight of 1st to 15th May was devoted to cleanliness drive in industrial sectors and 16th to 31st May 2016 was devoted to Cleanliness drives in all the government offices/buildings.

Mobile Toilets: One Mobile toilet was installed in Shaheed Udam Singh Colony, Sector-8B Industrial area, Mohali for public convenience which is sponsored by Company Mohindra & Mohindra Ltd, Mohali.

Fogging: To tackle the problem of mosquitoes and other diseases, fogging is being done in each sector. Black oil is sprayed in village ponds to avoid dengue and other disease.

Property Tax Collection: Rs 62.63 lacs have been collected from property tax. And from advertisement Rs 81.44 lacs have been collected in the month of May 2016.

Tehbazari: Total no’s of 280 challans were issued to defaulters & Rs 3.38 lacs have been recovered from them.

Street Lights: The work of installing new street lights in Village Kumbhra & village Sohana is in process, it will be completed soon.